103 Sa G
THE TRADITIONAL PILOT CHRONOGRAPH.

103 Sa G: black silicone strap with integrated case.
ø 41 mm (scale: 1:1)

103 Sa G: brown vintage-look cowhide strap.
ø 41 mm (scale: 1:1)

103 Sa G: expandable stainless-steel bracelet.
ø 41 mm (scale: 1:1)

103 Sa G
The traditional pilot chronograph.
Limited to 500 pieces
Case made of stainless steel, polished
Shimmering metallic-green dial
Anodised pilot’s bezel in green
Sapphire crystal glass
Transparent back made of sapphire crystal glass
Waterproof and pressure-resistant to 20 bar
Low pressure resistant
The 103 Sa G is a traditional pilot chronograph with an extraordinary design. Its eye-catching
features include the dial in shimmering metallic-green, the green bidirectional rotating pilot’s
bezel in anodised aluminium and the day and date display, also in green. This colour scheme
is applied consistently throughout, providing the timepiece with an aesthetic balance.
Back and side views. (scale: 1:1)

Another special feature is the high-quality crystal. Here we use a high-domed sapphire crystal
glass with a profile similar to that of traditional acrylic glass. Using specially made grinding
tools, the sapphire crystal glass is ground out of a solid blank approximately 5 mm thick
with five different curvature radii and is then carefully polished. This complex process offers
outstanding benefits, making the sapphire crystal glass highly resistant and maintaining the
classic appearance without losing the functional character of the watch.
The 103 Sa G is limited to 500 pieces, which is documented by the ‘Eine von 500’ (‘One of 500’)
engraving on the transparent back ring. This timepiece is, of course, resistant to low pressure
and pressure-resistant to 20 bar.

103 Sa G – luminous design. (scale: 1:1)

Large picture on the front:
103 Sa G: sand-coloured canvas leather strap.

Prices:
With leather strap:
With silicone strap:
With solid bracelet:
With fine-link bracelet:

€2,690
€2,890
€2,890
€2,980
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